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In Memory of Yu Mo-wan
A pioneer of Hong Kong film research and ex-Research Officer of the Hong Kong Film Archive, Mr Yu Mo-wan died of a heart

attack at 76 in Guangzhou on 8 April 2006. He will be fondly remembered for his passion and vigour with the gratitude,

respect and admiration of many.  Allow me to also share with you how Mr Yu inspired awe in me the first time we met. That

day, this ardent collector, who had been given a ‘mission’ by the Archive, arrived with bagfuls of materials; these were taken

out one by one and given sonorous and meticulous explanation. Watching him, I was deeply moved.

In the In Memory of Yu Mo-wan Special published with the current issue of the Newsletter, Mr Yu’s student Yuen Tsz-ying

and assistant Janice Chow express their respect and affection for the man through words and pictures; while articles penned

by Sek Kei and Pang Chi-ming portray in a spectrum of colours the uniqueness and contributions of this Hong Kong film

historian.

In his Oral History interview, Uncle Mo-wan spoke of the ‘trinity’ principle of research: films, interviews and printed

information. The three prongs of our research are filmographies, the oral history series and publications on special topics. It

is only with a solid foundation of raw materials that Hong Kong film culture can evolve and spread its influence. This was

also Uncle Mo-wan’s reason for bequeathing his legacy to the archive. [hkfaedi@lcsd.gov.hk]

Acknowledgements: Mr Kwan Lei-po, Bliss Concept Ltd, Cathay–Keris Films Pte Ltd, Celestial Pictures Ltd, Film Workshop Company Limited,
First Film Organisation Ltd, Sil-Metropole Organisation Limited and STAR TV Filmed Entertainment (HK) Ltd.
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My Life As McDull brims with local flavour.

Keeto Lam drew these model designs for ‘Cartooned Chinese Fables & Parables’.
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Frame After Frame
A Retrospective on
Hong Kong Animation
Winnie Fu

Although the first ‘made-in-Hong Kong’ animation feature did not

appear until the 1980s, we were able to enjoy many wonderful

animation scenes and trailers inserted into local films as early as the

1960s. Animated scenes in classics such as Adventures of an Orphan

(1964), The Warlord (1972) and The Last Message (1975) were all

sketched by the hand of illustration artist Au Ching.

Whether it is in the field of TV production or independent filmmaking,

animation has always attracted many creative recruits. Since 1995,

the Independent Short Film and Video Awards (IFVA) organised by the

Hong Kong Arts Centre has nurtured many independent animation

artists through their short film competition. In particular, kudos should

go to Neco Lo for his tireless efforts to experiment on his own, as well

as to promote and help develop animation’s appeal and its education

in Hong Kong.

This retrospective mounted by the Hong Kong Film Archive can only

serve as an initial step to the study and research on Hong Kong

animation history. The exhibition will touch on the development of

animation in the areas of cinema, television, commercials and

independent creations. A review of the history will be supplemented

by screenings, seminars, workshops and a special catalogue.

We are truly grateful to Mr Dick Wong, Mr Neco Lo, Mr Keeto Lam,

Mr Yu Man-fai, Mr John Sinarwi, Mr Frankie Chung and Mr Toe Yuen for

their interviews. Special thanks to Mr Neco Lo and Mr Yu Man-fai for

their invaluable opinions on the exhibition concept, the contents and

art design of the special catalogue.

This exhibition was made possible with the generous help of many

people and organisations in the Hong Kong animation scene. We would

like to acknowledge their support in lending us precious TV commercial

clips, paintings, illustrations, storyboards, props, photos and thumbnails.

• Mr Silas Lee of Radio Television Hong Kong’s TV broadcast department,

for providing us with an interview he did several years ago.

• Ms Fanny Kay and Ms Tammy Kay, daughters of the late animation

artist John Kay, for lending us valuable text resources for our research.

• The Hong Kong Arts Centre, for liaising IFVA awardwinning

animations for screening.

• InD Blue, for help with handling copyrights of independent short

films.

• Yellow Bus, for supplying us with the TV version of the McDull

animation series.

• Asia Animation Media Company Ltd, for providing us with the

excerpt from The Birth of An

Animation.

The animation drawn by Au Ching for the opening sequences of
The Warlord and Games Gamblers Play.

Au Ching and Dick Wong were pioneers of Hong Kong’s animation

industry.  Around 1961 or 1962, they established the animation section

within the China Paint Manufacturing Co. As the first generation of

local animation masters, they created many animated sequences for

film openings, brand name logos and animated commercials cherished

by all till today. The partners eventually went their separate ways,

with Au Ching starting his own company United Film Production

Company to concentrate on film trailers and opening sequences, and

Dick Wong joining forces with John Kay and Chan Ting-chung to found

Eastern Cartoon Company Ltd.

By the 1980s, largely through the efforts of producer Wu Sau-yee, a

series of feature-length animations derived from the comic Master Q

(Lao Fuzi). After the release of three colour features on Master Q, the

next animated feature to come along was A Chinese Ghost Story,

produced by Tsui Hark’s Film Workshop Company Ltd in 1997. By then,

a group of young guns, accomplished in computer graphics (CGI) have

emerged. The image design for the main characters in Tsui’s animation

was contribution of Frankie Chung, currently Creative Director and

Head of Animation at Centro Digital Pictures, and the leading figure in

the animation team for The Promise (2005).

In 2001, My Life As McDull was created in an opportune moment,

and was hailed as a 100 percent ‘made-in-Hong Kong’ product–from

script to direction to production. While earlier animated features sought

the expertise to Taiwanese and Japanese artists, the groundbreaking

work not only employed solely local staff, it was also steeped in

colourful local culture. Director Toe Yuen filled us in on the fascinating

backstory to the making of McDull animation.

44

The models of characters in A
Chinese Ghost Story, designed
by Frankie Chung.

Neco Lo’s art incorporates illustration,
brush work, clay, sand and even salt as
part of the working materials.
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 (Translated by Maggie Lee)

Keeto Lam on his days working for ‘Jade Animation’   In addition to the image design for ‘Jumping Jet’, I was also

assigned to collaborate with another animation artist on the opening sequence called ‘Ha Mui (Shrimp Girl) and You’. The

amusing thing was, it is the title of a Ricky Hui song. Chan Yee-hing was asked to play Ha Mui, and we designed a cartoon-

like image for her, giving her a shrimp’s tail to go with the mood of the song. That was my first outing in making an

animation. We were bold and adventurous, and came up with incredibly complicated shots, like having the shrimp approach

from a long, full shot. It was very challenging.

Dick Wong on his fascination with a ‘magic pen’ at age three or four   The first animated feature I saw was Snow White

and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) while the first animated short I saw was in black and white. It shows a person with a pen

drawing on the wall. After he finishes and walks away, the figure he has drawn suddenly comes to life. I thought that was

fascinating and asked my father what it was all about. He didn’t have much of a clue and teased me, saying, ‘there

happens to be such magic pen and whatever you draw with it will come to life.’ I was amazed and decided to look for the

‘magic pen’.

Yu Man-fai comparing 3D with 2D animation    3D animation is, in my opinion, the hottest area in the industry. What’s

great about it is that it renders manual illustration unnecessary. Once you have created a model, you can let the computer

do most of the work. However, I think 2D animation still has its merits and its own charm. If an image is drawn or painted

by hand, there is a deeper artistic or aesthetic element that emerges from the individual styles and forms of expression.

One can feel the energy and the vibes of the artist that leaps out of a live drawing. 3D animation cannot take the place

of the artist’s personal style.

Toe Yuen on his ‘comic connection’   As a child, I dreamed of being a comic artist. During my high school years, I spent

hours at home drawing comics. Later, I discovered that animation could combine my two greatest loves–comics and

film–into one form. Not only that, I could even choose to do the bits I like and leave the boring parts to others.

Winnie Fu is Programmer (Cultural Exchange) of the HKFA.

A John Kay work

Artwork by Dick Wong
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In Memory of Yu Mo-wan

Exhibition
[8.5–31.7.2006]

Yu Mo-wan (1930-2006) channelled his childhood
passion for film into a lifelong study of Hong Kong
film history. For 40 years, he invested all his time and
much of his earnings into collecting—rescuing, in
fact—artifacts and primary-source materials of our
cinema. On 8 April 2006, he passed away in
Guangzhou. The Hong Kong Film Archive has put
together an exhibition to pay tribute to the dearly-
missed Uncle Mo-wan.

3/F, Hong Kong Film Archive

The Sword and the Sabre: A Jin Yong
Novel on Film

Film Show
[2.7–22.7.2006]

As the Archive’s contribution to the 6th Hong Kong
Literature Festival, we are presenting two film versions
of Jin Yong’s work Heaven Sword and Dragon Sabre.
To accommodate the novel’s extensive scope, both
are in serial form, the 1960s Cantonese version in four
parts and the 1970s Mandarin rendition in two.

Still in Transition:
The Cinema of Chor Yuen Part II

Film Show
[17.6–29.7.2006]

Part II of our programme on Chor Yuen, covering his
post-Cantonese cinema career, finds the director again
in transition. He established the paradigm for erotic films
with Intimate Confessions of a Chinese Courtesan
(1972). Remaking the Chinese film The House of 72
Tenants (1973), he permanently reintroduced the
Cantonese dialect to Hong Kong cinema. Adapting the
novels of Gu Long, he formulated a major subgenre of
Hong Kong martial arts films. Into the golden period of
the 1980s, Chor was dabbling in different genres and
working with major figures of the time, such as Chow
Yun-fat, Anita Mui, Leslie Cheung and Stephen Chow.

‘The Many Faces of Chor Yuen’ Seminar

Speakers: Sam Ho (Programmer, HKFA),
Thomas Shin (Film critic)

To be held at 2:30pm on Saturday, 24 June 2006 at the
Archive Cinema
Conducted in Cantonese

Please refer to the HKFA’s programme brochure, ProFolio and our website for details. Admission to exhibitions, seminars and workshop is free. For enquiries, please call
2739 2139 (Programme) or 2734 9009 (Ticketing).

Frame After Frame:
A Retrospective on Hong Kong
Animation

Film Show
[1.7–5.8.2006]

A special showcase of Hong Kong animation dating
back to the 1960s. On top of feature films and
independent productions are film credit sequences and
TV commercials designed by animation artists.
Featured works include the Master Q series, selected
works of Dick Wong and Neco Lo, A Chinese Ghost
Story (1997), My Life As McDull (2001), etc.

Exhibition
[30.6–29.10.2006]

Displaying hard-to-find excerpts of TV commercials,
storyboards, manuscripts, props, film stills, sketches,
etc.

To be held at the Exhibition Hall, Hong Kong Film
Archive

‘Follow the Animation Road’ Seminar

Host: Winnie Fu (Programmer, HKFA)
Speakers: Dick Wong, Neco Lo
Guests in response: Yu Man-fai, Keeto Lam
To be held at 2:30pm on Saturday, 15 July 2006 at
the Archive Cinema
Conducted in Cantonese

Fun
Animation with Fun Workshop

Host: Yu Man-fai
To be held at 2:30pm on Saturday, 5 August 2006 at
the Exhibition Hall
Conducted in Cantonese

6
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Film Conservation Jargons 11

Footage count in motion picture film can be

defined as the total length of film material, with

either image or sound or both the two, from the

first to the last frame. Originally it was expressed in

units of length. However, owing to the moviegoers’

general perception of the ‘length’ of a film, for

convenience’s sake, it is now mostly denoted in units

of time such as minute, with which the viewer is

given a clear idea of how long he will be staying in

the cinema to watch the film.

Due to the physical  constraints  in the

manufacturing process, there used to be a limit to

the length of each continuous reel of film in the

early days of motion picture film development. The

largest reel then was only 1,000 feet long, which

was equivalent to approximately 16 minutes and

40 seconds at 16 frames per second (fps). Such a

limitation had persisted over a very long time, even

after the introduction of sound which standardised

the frame rate to 24 fps, indirectly shortening the

maximum duration to 11 minutes and 6 seconds.

As a result, the longest take in silent era could never

exceed 17 minutes. The other restriction was the

size of the magazine carried by the camera. It was

usually smaller for armature equipment (could be

as small as 100 feet) but larger for the professional

sector. Nowadays, with the advances in technology,

theoretically, there should no longer be any limit to

the length of the film; the maximum package size

for 35mm film is 2,000 feet for easy handling.

Among the many attributes of a film, it is very

important to record the footage count, for it is one

of the indicators showing whether the film print is

complete or not. Usually the duration or the footage

of a theatrical film is well noted in literature.

Comparison can be made between the published

and the measured footages of the print in question

to determine its completeness. The conclusion of

the assessment may give rise to further investigative

efforts to locate a more complete version of the

film. Nonetheless, the longer is not always the

better. A print of longer footage than the published

figure can probably be another title or another

version, for instance, the overseas distribution

version. Furthermore, although the total footage

10
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Footage Count
 Edward Tse
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count for all its individual shots after the film is released for a

certain period for time. Moreover, a detailed footage

measurement of each scene of the print is highly useful for

film restoration, especially in reconstruction projects. Different

print sources are compared scene by scene not only on the

image and sound quality, but also on the length in order to

ascertain the restoration schema. If it is decided to reconstruct

a film with shots of the longest footage so as to provide the

largest amount of information to the audience, it is also vital

to look up the documented footage count as guidance in those

cases. 

Edward Tse is Assistant Curator I (Conservation) of the HKFA.

count is indicated, this figure alone is not conclusive enough for film

identification. The length of each individual reel in sequence serves as the

fingerprint since no two separate titles would have identical footage

distribution for their reels. A statistical correlation can be drawn to discriminate

films of the same total footage count but of different footage distribution

among reels. This technique is also applicable to those cases where the first

reel is missing. The existing reels can then be identified or at least the number

of possible titles be significantly reduced for verification later. Film archivists

should also compare the footage count of film prints from different sources

in order to single out the ‘best’ print for archiving. It is interesting to note

that the footage count of a typical 100-minute film is about 9,000 feet.

Among the survived Hong Kong films in our collection, the director’s cut of

King Hu’s Legend of the Mountain (1979) is the longest one. The total footage

of this film is 16,560 feet in 18 reels and the duration is about 184 minutes.

The footage count also affects the number of film reels. The typical number

of reels is 9 to10 for 1,000 feet package and 5 to 6 for 2,000 feet package.

Measuring footage is not as easy as one imagines. Sometimes, it is difficult

to make a precise measurement of the footage. During preliminary inspection

of the film, it is necessary to assess if each reel is suitable for measurement

on the footage counter. Although it is the most reliable means to ensure

accuracy, there is a potential risk that the sprocket teeth of the footage counter

may damage the film if the material is too fragile. Therefore, it is always

crucial to measure its shrinkage beforehand. If the footage counter is not

deemed appropriate, an alternative is to estimate by measuring the diameter

of the reel instead, assuming its shape is a perfect circle. The formula is as

follows:

A lookup table showing the relationship between reel diameter and the

estimated footage can be drawn for easy reference. The chance of error in

estimation is no larger than counting the film frame by frame. Besides

shrinkage, which arises from deterioration of the film material, another

common obstacle to measurement is the unavailability of footage counter

for different film gauges. Performance of the traditional footage counter is

subject to mechanical failure, causing possibly incorrect reading in footage

count. Film archivists should exercise their own judgement in determining

the most reliable footage figure.

Footage of each clip that constitutes a particular reel is another major

characteristic distinguishing one film from another. It is rare that reels of the

same title and numbers would turn out bearing exactly the same footage

The director’s cut version of Legend of the Mountain (1979) by King
Hu is the longest film print in the HKFA collection.

Footage counter

Film Length ( )
2

({ { 12)Reel Diameter

2

Core Diameter Film
Thickness

2

2
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The Archive staff are constantly going over video tapes

of Hong Kong films. Some have to do for research

purposes, some are scribbling down the subtitles, others

need to write synopses, yet others are checking the

tapes’ conditions. Whenever I pass by, I always ask the

rhetorical question: Has the print been found yet?

First Things First—Find the Print
To appreciate a great painting, you need to see the

original masterpiece. Much in the same way, film study

is also based on the original copy used for the theatrical

screening. Since most Hong Kong productions were shot

on film, we are engaged in a race against time to recover

as many prints as we can, before the copies are

permanently damaged or the negatives suffer a

meltdown. In our hunt for the lost prints, our gravest

letdown would be to finally track down the rare print of

a film, only to witness its untimely ‘death’. When we

discover a print that turns out to be beyond repair, it is

our greatest dismay to hear its safe-keeper say: ‘If only

you’d come to me earlier. The print was still in mint

condition some time ago.’ It feels as if one has sojourned

thousands of miles to seek a relative, only to have arrived

a little too late.

Hence, the search for lost prints is a critical task and

not a second should be delayed. A huge number of films

have been made in Hong Kong. It is our mission to

recover as many as possible and to properly conserve

them for posterity. With the dedication and

collaboration of our colleagues, we have created a search

engine based on a filmography compiled by the HKFA.

With this tool as a guide, we go around production and

distribution companies and laboratories sniffing out

clues, and pay visits to all the key persons connected to

the film in question.

In cases where there is no trace of the print, we still

pay our respects and leave our name cards. It is an

honour and a pleasure for novices like us to make the

acquaintance of venerable persons in the industry and

to learn from them. If we do discover a print, we would

do whatever it takes to persuade its owner to donate it

to the HKFA so that it can be properly treated, and ‘find

a roof over its head’. Hong Kong is situated in the tropics,

so prints tend to deteriorate easily under the sweltering

heat and humidity. Other factors like the densely

populated island’s notorious lack of space, and the

indifferent attitude to heritage conservation in the early

days of the former colony, all conspire to the casual

discarding of  many precious prints . In  such

circumstances, our other option is search for overseas

copies.

Acquisition

Someday My Prints
Will Come

Mable Ho
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The concept of preserving cinema’s cultural heritage

originated in the West, and as a result, many of their

national film archives have in their collection rare or

valuable world classics. Our staff has touched base with

film archives in the UK, the US, the Netherlands and

other European countries, and succeeded in locating and

ultimately repatriating a few prints of Hong Kong films

back to the HKFA. Nevertheless, what we could find from

overseas film archives depends largely on what these

curators defined as ‘classics’. To spread the net more

widely, we also approach overseas distributors, and

cinema operators in Chinatowns all over the world.

Except celebrated box office hits like The Purple

Hairpin (1959), usually only three copies of the print

were made in the old days—one for local theatrical

release, one for distribution to Southeast Asia and one

for the North American Chinese market. In the event of

all three copies being damaged, the last resort would

be to get hold of the negative. Otherwise, the chances

of this film being screened again are close to nil.

Fortunately for the HKFA, in the last few years, we have

hit the bull’s eye in Singapore and the US, where we

discovered many precious prints from cities with a large

Chinese population. This helps to sustain our belief that

with determination and perseverance, we can still bring

many old films to light.

We also have another equally important task at

hand—to search for film related materials like posters,

production stills, scripts, synopses, related publications

and other memorabilia in the possession of film

companies, film veterans and private collectors. How

we can solicit and share these with the public is also an

ongoing process and challenge.

An Eternal Foundation
Film materials of every variety can be a time capsule of

our history and culture. Once opened to appreciation

by all, a private possession is knit into the cultural fabric

of the whole society, casting a new light on what is to

be forgotten in our collective memory for the

generations to come. Acquisition of cultural heritage is

an ongoing undertaking and has intrinsic, timeless value.

I sincerely hope that more people would understand

how much it means to the HKFA to handing over any

useful data and resource materials to help us consolidate

this eternal foundation of film conservation.

 (Translated by Maggie Lee) 

Mable Ho is Acquisition Manager of the HKFA.
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The 62nd FIAF Congress

The 62nd FIAF Congress was held in April at São Paulo, Brazil, hosted by the Cinemateca

Brasiliera. Theme of the Congress is ‘The Future of Film Archives in a Digital Cinema World’.

The Cinemateca Brasiliera, celebrating its 60th year in 2006, has been involved in conservation

and restoration for almost 30 years. Its building, where much of the Congress event took

place, is a beautifully remodelled slaughter house.

Members of several Asian film archives during a lunch excursion organised by the host

Cinemateca Brasiliera. (From left) Tochigi Akira of National Film Center, the National Museum

of Modern Art, Tokyo; Kim Bong-young of the Korean Film Archive; HKFA Programmer Sam

Ho; Yi Hyo-yin of the Korean Film Archive; Teresa Huang of the Taipei Film Archive; Mona

Nagai of the Pacific Film Archive, USA; Winston Lee, Director of the Taipei Film Archive; K.S.

Sasidharan, Director of the National Film Archive of India.

‘The Voice Off-Screen: An Evening with Li Ngaw’

forum held on 25 March. Overwhelmed by the avid

audience who packed our cinema to the full, the

veteran broadcast superstar Li Ngaw (middle)

recollected his entry into the entertainment

business, and some unforgettable anecdotes of his

broadcasting career. Alongside his wife Siu Sheung (right), Uncle Li led the audience through

a fun-filled conversation with the host Chow Shu-kai.

The Voice Off-Screen: An Evening with Li Ngaw

The Legacy of Humanism: Ba Jin and Film

Noted writer Ba Jin passed away in October 2005. Many screen

adaptations of his novels have become literary classics in Hong Kong

cinema. Hosted by Sam Ho, Programmer of HKFA, ‘The Legacy of

Humanism: Ba Jin and Film’ seminar was held at the Archive Cinema

on 25 February, with Wong Ain-ling, HKFA Research Officer (left) and

Dr Ding Yaping, Director of Chinese Academy of Arts Institute of Film and Television (middle)

as guest speakers. Dr Ding also showed us some precious artifacts such as the house

programme of Family produced by China United Film Company in 1941.

Events

13
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(From left) Patsy Kar Ling, Patrick Tse Yin, Nam Hung and Chow Chung, four
star actors of Kong Ngee, spoke of their days working with the company.
(Photo: Jupiter Wong)
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For the moviegoers of the 1950s & 60s, the name Kong Ngee would

conjure up the image of chic and a middle-class affluence which was

still a step away from the majority of Hong Kong’s population. The

Kong Ngee stars including Patrick Tse Yin, Patsy Kar Ling, Nam Hung,

Chow Chung, Kong Suet, Wong Wai became the icons of vogue and

trendsetters of their generation. For most audience, ‘The Kong Ngee

Stars Shine Again’ seminar on April 9 was a trip down the memory

lane with the rare appearance of Patrick Tse Yin, Patsy Kar Ling, Nam

Hung and Chow Chung. There was a more personal element on my

side since my mother is a lifelong friend with the widow of the late

Mr Ho Kian-ngiap, instrumental personnel in the operation of the now

defunct studio.

Invitations were sent out in mid January to the four stars and to my

surprise, they all responded without too much hesitation. Kong Suet

and Wong Wai in Toronto also agreed to appear in a videotaped

message. When news was first made known to the public, the Film

Archive general enquiry line was flooded with phone calls for two

days. We came to the consensus that distribution of admission slips

would be most appropriate in order to avoid any potential disarray on

the day. When all admission slips were gone in less than ten minutes,

I knew this occasion was more than just another seminar; one which

was eagerly anticipated by the audience as well as the VIPs.

Though they may not be stars in the stratosphere in the likes of Liz

Taylor or Bogart, planning for such a function also proves to be

logistically challenging. With Mrs Ho and her son flying in from

Singapore, Patsy Kar Ling flying in from Bangkok, the challenge not

only lies in setting the most appropriate agenda, but in a schedule not

too demanding to the guests while keeping the audience and press

alike happy.

Patsy had virtually disappeared from the limelight since her marriage

four decades ago, and excitement had been building for her debut at

the Archive. Throughout the planning, I have been communicating with

her through faxes and phone calls. I found myself in the shoes of a

‘little fan’ writing to a silver screen diva that for generations has an

15

exquisite allure attached to her name. Receiving her personal phone

calls would command an immediate silence at my bustling office and

a surreal sense of ‘awestruck’!

On the day of the seminar, Patrick Tse Yin who occasionally has a

difficulty in keeping with the clock actually arrived ahead of schedule.

Upon their arrival, I found my ‘little fan’ mentality could be quite

contagious: many of my co-workers also became autograph seekers

with books, posters, photographs laid out on the conference table

like a movie memorabilia market!

The audience’s patience and effort of lining up finally paid off; the

four Kong Ngee stars appeared and I think no one took notice of our

house rule of no photography.  As they went through the old days

when Patrick started off with a monthly salary of $150 to a fee of

$20,000 per film, I knew I was no match for the ever-smooth talking

and suave Patrick, who literally became the ‘guest’ MC of the day. The

elegant Patsy sat composedly, with an occasional nay of ‘disapproval’

when Patrick boosted about his past ‘exploits’, like an old time couple

who have listened to each others’ stories over and over again. He and

Chow Chung put on a reenactment of the ‘intimate partners’ two

men act, ‘exposing’ each others past ‘endeavours’ at the studio, all in

good taste and best of humour.

Some ladies in the audience were curious about Patsy’s sense of

fashion. She humbly said that it is an area that she has little knowledge

of (Then who else is knowledgeable?). But she admitted that she liked

to copy styles from western fashion magazines and asked the

costumers to re-create them while avoiding her physique’s natural

shortcomings.

Together with the footage of Kong Suet and Wong Wai, the stars all

voiced their respect for the Kong Ngee directors: Chun Kim, Chan

Man and Chor Yuen, for their craftsmanship and enlightenment in

showmanship. The general conclusion: Kong Ngee was a big family

where there was no rivalry amongst them and the company treated

each person fair and square. In a day and age when everyone is

questioning why the Hong Kong movie industry is yet to make a

recovery, hasn’t the people related factor when the studio boss and

employees’ relationship been discounted?  With the remake of The

Story of a Discharged Prisoner starring Andy Lau poised to start later

this year, sure Mr Ho Kian-ngiap would be happy to know that a film

produced by him four decades ago would have influenced filmmakers

for generations.

At a private dinner after the seminar, I was shocked to find there

were fans waiting outside the restaurant for the stars; one had even

come all the way from Singapore!  So watch out fans of Twins and

Joey Yung, your uncles and aunties can be just as crazy! A special

thank you for Mrs and Mr Perry Ho, Patrick Tse Yin, Patsy Kar Ling,

Nam Hung, Chow Chung, Kong Suet, Wong Wai, co-workers of the

Archive and Film Programmes Office; hope this could be a fitting

tribute to Mr Ho.  

Bede Cheng is Programme Assistant of the HKFA.

The Kong Ngee
Stars Shine Again
Bede Cheng
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@Location Opening

Robbery at the HKFA! A gang trotted off with a valuable film print on 18 February,

leading the police on a chase along the Star Avenue. Yet amid the bomb explosion

only applause was heard from the crowd? Turned out it was just a drama intended

as a prelude to the grand opening of the ‘@location’ exhibition. There moviegoers

will get to know how urban cityscape is brought to life in Hong Kong films. (From

left) Bruce Law, action choreographer; Eddie Chan and Autumn Hung, Programme

Managers of Film Professional Training Programme of the Hong Kong Institute of

Vocational Education (IVE)(Kwun Tong); Albert Lee, Chief Manager (Film and

Cultural Exchange) of the LCSD.

The ‘Film Professionals@location’ seminar held on 18 February.

Accompanied by instructors and participants of IVE (Kwun Tong)’s

Film Professional Training Programme, several professional

filmmakers gathered to talk about their hands-on experience in

the industry. (From left) Adam Tam, ‘Dried Squid Shreds’, Chan

Mong-wah, Eddie Chan, Chan Wing-chiu and Kingman Cho.

Events

The ‘Aesthetic Professionals@location’ seminar held on 1 April. Veteran filmmakers

discussed with the audience their respective roles in film production, plus their interesting

encounters over the years past. (From left) Bobo Ng, costume/image designer; Bill Lui,

art director; Eddie Chan and Chan Wing-chiu, instructors of IVE (Kwun Tong)’s Film

Professional Training Programme; Venus Keung and Adam Tam, cinematographers.
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